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Pop-Up 3D Vignette Bouquet
Create this vignette bouquet of flowers, perfect for
Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, birthday or any special day!

BUILDING YOUR
POP UP 3D VIGNETTE BOUQUET
- Feel free to build the flowers any way you’d like. The
flowers shown here were layered with foam squares to
add depth.
- Tip: When attaching the flowers to the stems, place
the flowers in the first vignette row at a lower placement
on the stem, then attach the flowers higher for each
succeeding row, creating a fuller bouquet.
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- You will need to create at least 18 flowers. Tip: die cut all
the flowers with your color choices and you will have a lot
of combinations to choose from - if you have extra, you
will be ready to create your next bouquet!
- Layer the heart dies and make those your flowers!
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BUILDING THE STEMS FOR YOUR
POP UP 3D VIGNETTE BOUQUET
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- There are numbers that deboss from the die
onto your stems and stem base die cuts.
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- Cut out 4 sets of the stems and stem bases;
we alternated between the two 5 stem and
two 4 stem bases to vary the placement of
the flowers.
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- The 5 stem base has specific numbers that
match to the stems. Note where the stem is
“backwards”, it means to flip the die cut so it
will work in the opposite direction.
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- You will need a total of 18 stems.
- If using 80# cardstock, the stems may lean
with the weight of the flowers; to make the
stems sturdier, use either heavier cardstock
or glue 2 die cut stems together before
attaching to the stem base.
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- For the 4 stem base, the 2 outer stems do
not have a number. That is to allow you to mix
and match and vary how you want these outer
flowers be placed for your bouquet. Any of
the stems numbered 2, 3 or 4 will work.
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Outer stem:
Works with 2, 3 or 4!

